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Summary

-lThrough the4cogiiitive lens of social labeling theory, we see

family crisis, and childhood injury, "medicaltzed" and "legalized,"

and called "child abuse," to be diagnose, reported, treated, and-
,

adjudidateckby doctors and lawyers, their constituent institutions,

and the professiohats who depend on them for their social legitimacy

-and support.

. Dilemmas of social policy.iFamily Autonomy versus Coercive

Intervention) and professional response-(Compassion versus Control
,

marginal faMilies for the attention of child protection. professionals

is discutsed-in relation to the social construction of me'dtcine'and

law. ,,G6i4elines are offered to miniWize tfte abuse of power of the ;.

are expressed inn conflicts for professionals and in inadequately.

conceived, interventions for families: The selective ascertainment of

professional, definers.

c.
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- TheMedicalizatton and Legalization of Child Abuse

Eli H. Newberger, MD.

Richard Bourne, PCI.D., J.D.

Child abuse has emerged.in the last fifteen years as a i

visible and important social problem.. Although a humane approach

to "help" both victimsof child abuse, and their families has
c 4

developedIand in fact ii prominently expressed in the title of

one of the more influential bois on the subject,

"Helpi"ng the: Battered Child and His' Family" [1972])a theoretiCal

framework to integrate the divei'se origins and expressions of

-violence towards children and to inform a rational clinical practice

'.does not,exiit. Furthermore, so inadequate'are the "helping"
4

services in most communities, so low the standardof professional

action, and so distressirig the consequences of inciomPetent inter-

\ \ a.

vention for the family that we and others have speculated that

punishment is beingnflicted in the guise of help (Bourqz arRK

Newberger:, 1977; JuvenileC-L;tice.Standards Project, 1977).

What factors encourage theoretical confusion and clfnicaf

theseinadelvy? We propose that these consequencesresuli, ih Oartfl

from medical and legal ambiguity concerning Child 'abuse and fr

two fundamental, and in some ways irreconcillable'diledpas all

response towardlamilies and

Autono versus Coercive Int

-social policy and the

'We call these-dilemmas Famil

ut

'Wen,

vention

and Compassion versus Control.' JJ

P.
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We integrate in'this paper i.discussion of'these dilemmas

with a critical sociologic perspective on child abase management.

.
Through the cognitive lens of _social labeling theory, We see ,

family'crisii, and chiTrd injury, "mediCalized" and "legalized,"
4

and called "child abuse," to be diagnosed, reported, treated; and

adjudicated by doctors and lawyers, their constituent institutions,

and the professionals who depend on them for their social legitimacy

and support.

)

We are mindful, as practitioners, of the need for effective,

(---\ rapid, and creative professional respobses to child abuse. It

ts\with a,vfew to the development of such responses, 'Which we

believe will come through active and vigorous discussion of

these issues, that we offer our analysis. We an not to disparage

necessary efforts to help and protect children nd their families.

2

. Family Autonomy .versus Coercive Intervention:
- Should Society Intervene in Family life?

Now chtldren's rights -- as opposed to parents'. rights---ma

be,defined and protected is currently the subject of vigorous, and

,Y
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.

. occasionally rancorous, debate. r \sk

The Family Autonomy vs. Coercive Intervention dilemma essentially
,.

ttrolves whether society should.intervene in silbations of risk. to

Children. -The traditional, autonomy of the faMily in rearing its

.

spring was cited by the majority \f the U.S. SuOreme Court in its

ruling against the severely beaten appellants,in the distressing "corporal

punishment''-case (Iharahath v. Wright, et/al.,' [l°77]). The schools, ,

serving. in loco parentisyare not, in effect, constrained co stitytionallk y
. t

i from any punishment, however cruel.
/

. t
,

. . Yet ,in CalifOrnia,a physician_seeing huttock.bruises of the
,, ., j

kind,legally itiflicted by the teacher,i.n,the 'Aim' public schools

risks malpractice actioriif he fails to-report his obserilations
,

(Landeros v. Flood [1976]), He\knd hfs hospital areiotentially liable

L,.

for the child's subseguent\injury and handicap -if they do not initiate

protective measures. (Curran, l977).

The dilemma'Family Autonomy vs. Coercive' Intervention is highlighted

Cry the recently prorfiulgated draft, statute ofthe Amertcan4ar Association'i

Juvenile Ju tice Standards Pro' t (1977) which, citingIthelpw'prevail-

ting quality cof protectiveser Ices

St

the U.S., would shardhY restrict .
. .

access to such services. Th Commission would, for example, make the

O

reporting of child neglect discretionary rather than mandatory, and
. .

would'nerowly def.ine the bases for court jurisdiction.

Oar interpretation of _this standard'is that it would make

matters worse, not better, for? Children and their families° (Bourne
.

hnd Newberger;, l "77); Sp long as are deeply conflicted about the

relation of children ifoiiie State as-Weil as to' the family, and whether
'

children have rights independent of their parents', we shall never be'

ablestoartibulate with clarity hoW to enfOrce,them. \\
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. Compassion versus Control:-

How Shou1nociety Intervene in Family Life?

tt

I

.

This dilemma has been po tulated and reviewed in a previous

paper (Rosenfeld and Newberger,,1977), which discusses the problem

implicit in the expansion 'of the clinical and legal definitions of , -

child abuse to inclue prac ically every physical and emotional risk

to children. Society annOi-, or will not, commit reiources nearly -: -

commensurate with theexpdnentially increasing nuMber of,case reports
A

which have followed the promulgation of the expanded defGitions:
(

Resources are perceived tosbe scarce, and we are forced
t,

- frequently to identify and choose what Goldstein, Freud,. and Solnit

have called it Beyond theBest Interests of the'Child(19i3) the

,."least detrimental alternative" for the child: The family supports,

whiCh make it safe to keep_children in their homes, (homemakers, child

care, psychiatric and medical services) are in,short supply: 'Mouhfing

attention to,the developmental sequelae of child abuse and neglect

(Galdston, 1971; Martin, 1976),'stimulate an extra urgency to act to,. .

protect the identified victims of hild abuseand to insure their safe

physical growth as well aso promote their adequate psychological

development.

Controlling child abuse, Schmitt and Kempe assert,in the .latest

:edition of the Nelson Textbook of Pediatrics (1975:111),a standard.

medical,reference, will also prevent murder by the victi , when he

grows up;

o .1



. If the child who has,been physically abused is re-
turned to his parents without intervention, 5 per cent are
killed and 35,percent are seriously reinjured. Morebver,
the untreated families tend to produce children who grow
up to be juvenile delinquents and mu ''derers, as well -as the .

ichild batterers of
.

the next generation." i .

%

(,

Despite the, speculative nature of such conclusions about.the developmental
..1 .

,

sequelae of child abuse (Elmer., 1977), such reports support a-policy of

separating children from their natural homes in the interest of their

and society's protection.
..,..

.

I

)

Poor and minority families' children will increasingly be the
. .

1

victims of this Oda) policy,af control rather than of compassion, for

it is they who preferentially attract thelabelso'"abuse and "neglect."

Affluent families' childhood injuries are more likely to be termed "accidents,"

where the conceptual model of cause and effect im licit in-the name is
...

of an isolated, Yendomevent rather than the stilt of parental fault.

(Newberger and Daniel, 1976; Newberger. et 1977)."

(Table One Q:sout Her

Table One.presents a-graphic display of the two dilemmas of social

policy (Family Autonomy yeigus CoerciveAnterventior) and social response

(Compss'sion v rsus Control). The. four-fold table illustrates possible

action respon es. For purposes of this discussion, it is well to think..

of 'compassion" as signifying responses of support, such as provision of
7 )

adequate income, housing, and. child care, and "control'" as,signifying such

.,-punitiveesponses as "blaming the victim' for his -or,her reaction to social

realities (Ryan, 1971) and as the criminal proseCution of abusing parents.

The Relati4shio Between Child Abub and the Professions of Medicine:and Law

The importance of a technical discipline's conceptial orientation in

defining how it approaches problem is clearly stated toy Mercer, (1972:66):

"Each discipline is organizetharound a core of ;basic con-
cepts and assume ons which form thesframe of reference from which
perSons trained* i -that `discipline view the world *and set about

solving problems in, r-field. The concepts and assumptions
whjckmake up the perspective of each discipline give each its
distinctive character and are the intellectual tools used by fts,
practitioners. These tools are incorporated

8
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in action and problem solving and'appear self-evident to
persons sociqited in the discipline, As a result,,little /

considerationis..likely to be given to the social consequence
of.applying a particular conceptual framework to problem'
solving: 1

1

WhenW the issues'.to.be resolved are clearly inihe
area of competence of asihgle discipline, the automatic
application of its conceptual tools is likely to go uncliallenged.,
However; when the problems under consideration lie in the
interstices between disciplines the'disciplines concerned
are likely to define the 'situation differently and may arrive
at differing conclusions; which have dissimilar implications

"..,
for social action."i \s.

. .

, . -.

What we do when children are injured4in family crises is shaped

by how our professions respond to the intefstitial,area called "child

abuse.'

"ledicalization" and its Problems 7

Though cruelty to childrenlhas occurred since,documentary'

records of mankind have-been kept (de9ause, 1971,) it became a salient

social problem only after the publication by Kempe and hi's colleagues

describing the "battered child' syndrome" (1962). In the four Year

period after this medital article appeared; the legislatures of all

-fifty states,stimulated pa;tly by a model law developed under the.aegis

of the Children's tureau of the 1.1.S. Department Qf Health, Education,

'and Welfare, passed statutes mandating theidentification.and reporting

of suspected victims of abuse.
\ '

Once the specific diagnostic categori, 'battered child:syndrome "

was applted to integrate a set ofipedlcal symptoms, the problem was
. \ ,

made medically legitimate. Conrad (1975) has discussed cogently how

'Lkyperactivity" camp officially to be known and how it 'wasumedicaltzed.'"\

Medicalizatlon is defined py him las the perception of behavior as a \..

medical problem or illness and the mandating or licensing of the medical :
. .

0Ofession to provide some type of treatment for lt. in-effect medicine

.9 . k
4.N

#

-4
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becomes an agency of social control for .those afflicted :

Pfahl (1977) notes hoWthe publicity.sgrrounding the battered
,

child syndrome report led to\a phenomenon df,"Aiscovery:" His pro-

,vocative review also takes note of some'orthe normativeand strktural,

. .

.
.

elementi within the medical profession which ap ar to have reinforced

a.reluctance on the part Of some physicians to become involved lAth

'abuse: the norm of.confidentiaMiy
between doctor and patient and

the goal of professional autonomy. For pediatric radio/ogists,

however, the potential for increased prestige:'rold expansion, and

coalition formation (with psych6dynamic psychiatry and pediatricS)

may have eMouraged
identification and intervention in chill abuse.

Furthermore,

"..(T)he discovery,ofabuse as a new.,!illness'
reduced drasticslly.the

intraorganizational constraints:
.omdoctors"Iledng! abuse...Problems assocUted with per-ceiving parents as patientt-whose confidentiality must heprotected were reconstrudted'by typifying them as patientswho needed

help...lhemafntenance-of Obfessional autonomy
4s assured!by pairing deviance with sickness..."

',has

1977:319)
-

In some ways, medicine'S "diScoverr of abuse has benefited,

individual physicians and, the profession. "One of the greatest
.

ambitioks of the physician is do ,dicever or describe anew' dis,ase

or syndrome' (Friedson:252). By Suc involvement the doctor becomes

a moral entrepr eneur definihg what i« ormali proper, or .desirable:

he becomes charged "with inquisitorial owers to discover certain,

wrongs to be righted " (Illich,1976). New opportunities for the
'

application of traditional methods ire also found as, for example,
t AA

4^

the recent,neurologists: report suggest nil the utiltty of-diphenyT-

hydantoin*eatment for child abusing parents (Rosenblatt, Schaeffer,
. 1.

and ROSenthal 1976).

On the other hand, for' any physic ans.abuse and neglect are

* DiTanqn; a coTmonly-uSedilizure suppe sant

i I
t

1 t-
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spbjects to avoid , (Sanders,.1972). kirtt, it 'is difficult to

distinguish; on a theoretical level, Loral punishment that:is

"acceptable" from that which'is "illegitimate.". Abuse may be defined'
I.

variably even by secialists),Sthedefinitions ranging from serious

physical injury' to maltreatment to non-fuTfillmentof a,child's

developmental.needs (Keppe, 1'962; Fontana, 1964; (iT, 1975):

* ,

Second,.it'is frequently hard to diagnose abuse clinically: ,What.
, 1

appears on casual physical' examination as'quising, for example;

may 'tUrn out to be.an organicblood dysfunctioh, or what appear

to be cigarette'burns may in reality, .be infected mosquito bites.'

Since .the diagnosis-of abuse hay, require social information about

the faMily the acquisition and interpretation of which may be beyond medical

expertise -- the doctor may be relubtant to come to a conclusion on

r

I

his own (Illich, 1976). It may be easier to characterize the

. clinical complaint by a legitimatemedical nape, rather than.a'.1abel

which implicitly defines a non -medical -r e.g., parental ---mode.of

etiology fte see daily situations where the medical taxonomy actively

obscures the femilial and,child developmental causes of the child's

syptom examples are -"subdural hematorie which frequently occurs with
. .

-severe`trauma to babies' heads (the medical name means "collection of

blood under the dura-mater of the'brain") and "enUmis" and/or

.

"encOpresis'' in child victims of sexual assault (the'medical names.

mean "incontinence of urine or feces.").

Third,; abuse is a "dirty problem" arousing strong emotion and

moral outrage. To concentrate on the narrow medical issue (the broken

bone)instead of the larger amillal problemr(the etiology of the

injury) allows ,one to avoid confronting the limits of one's technical

adequacy'and -tot sidestep confrontation with the abusers(s) toward whom
A

negative feelings inevitably exist. Fourth, physicians die

I.
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er,
reluctant to become involved-in a time-consuming processwhich may

4,
-undercut rapport with the patient by becoming' "coercive" (Rosenfeld-

and Newberger, 1977) and whose outcome might be beyond their control.

The potentially alienating mature' of the physician-patient interaction,

of course, may also have a negative economic imPact on the doctor, :

especially if "(s)he is .n private practice.k,

. To take the opposite perspective, intervention by the indiyi-,
dual prectitiofier .is encouraged because.of his /her concern far the .

child and/or the family (Cupoli and Newberger, 1977) and because

of they potential legal liability for nOnot. recognizing or dealincj with
A

the problem (Curran, 1977).

-",Legalization" and -its Problems
.

The legal response to child abuse was triggered by the medicali-

1*-

!'

zWon' of the issue in 196g. Just as the mediCil profession was' reluctant .

. /
to become involvtd, so too. were there normative elements- within law ;

- .,, .

- .
1 .

that urged 'restraint. ,
..

. J r

First, the American legal ssystem has not traditionally
,

emphaSized --,
.,

) , i'
.., , ..-

.

the rights of cildren (Fraser..1977)..

Second, there is a strong presOMptjon in favor of family, autonomy- -

. .

41-

Sta'ndatds i'roject, 1977). TheState usually becomesinvo vedin family

and the avoidance of "coercive" state inter'Vention (Juverale JJstice

,.

.
lift only when parental Vavior drops below some acceptablestandard. ,

and," implicitly, it is usually seenin the-bestinterest of most

..ch'ildren to err in favor ofoon-inteevention'than to intervene
; .

-unnnesprily, An issue not yet resolved is whether the State can

draw reasonable guidelines or restraints

Resources' and the_administrative ability

limited. But even if resourCes were
f t

'12e,

once\t begins to :intervene.

tO. moni for family 1 ife are

tiess, questions of privac-y

4r"

9
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Na if 1
and individual rights would remain (Hyde, 1975; Whiling; 1976).

On the other hand, once intervention doeS occur, status and

.°1power may accrue to the i eXnstitutions involved. For ampi;e,

the growth in the number of Care and Protection cases* before the

Boston Juvenile Court ''has been phenOmenal vin recent .Years...four

cases in 1968 and 49 in 1974, involving'175 different children."

(Poitrast,,1976) Though these cases have burdened court dockets'and

personnel, they have also led,to acknowledgement'of the work of the

court. The need for this institution is enhanced because of its

recognized expertise'in handling special matters.

Though individual,lawyers might financially benefit from repre-

senting clients in abuse/neolect matters, they --like their physician

counterparts. - were hesitant to Become involved.

"Public concern over the scope and significance of the
problem of the battered child is a comparatively new phenomenon.
Participation by counsel in _any significant numbers in child
abuse cases in Juvenile or family courts is of even more recent'
origin. It is, small wonder that the lawyer approaches
participation In these' cases with" trepidation. (Isaccs :125)

The lawyer°, toot might feel handicapped by a need to rely on

concepts, from social work and psychiatry and data from outside his

traditional range of knowledge and expertise. As counsel to the parents,

1,

. .
, . .

(s) he might be torn Apeen advocacy of their position and that which

advances the "best interest" of the child. As counsel to the
-1

petitioner,

(s)he might have -to prdsent a case with little tangible evidence be-

cause dase/neglect is frequently unclear and difficult to prove.

f

*Care and protection cates'are those juvenileor family court actions
which potentially transfer, on attemporary or permanent basis, legal
and/or physical custody Of a child from his biological parents to the
state.-

r.



Lawyers are also conflicted over how intervention should occur (whether
to,

courts or legislatures should play the major,role), the amount of

*
formality desirable in the 190 peoceedings and the propriety of

negotiation as "opposed to confrontation.

1R xia Potential Conflicts Between Medical.and Legal' Perspectives

Despite the common reasons for the 1:medicalization" and the

"legalizatiOn" of child abuse, which have to do with` the structures)

goals, and ethics of the professions, there are several areas where

the two orientations conflict:

(1) the importance of.the abuser's mental state. To lawyers

whether the -abuser intentionally or accidentally inflicted injury on

a child is an important variable. So-called "accidents" are less-likely

- to 'trigger intervention .. To the medical clinician, however, mental

state.may be less relevant: first, it require a diagnostic formula-
.

tion frequently difficult or impossible to make on the basis of avail-

able data; second, the family dynamics which produce "accidents" in

some children (e.g., inattention orrcarelessness) often regg-Tible

those which lead to inflicted injury in other's; and third, .the dtffer-
.

ence between what'is defined 'asan "accident" And What is labeled

"trauma'' may depend on'the ethnic status anapr_social class ofsthost

allegedly responsible for the harm; (Newberger at al, 1977).

might b

'however,

(2) e seriousness of the injury. To lawyers, intervention

response.

rreted only when abuse/neglect results in serious harm to
, ,

(Juvenile Justice Standai.ds ProjeCt, 1977)f To, the cliniCian,

any inflicted Injury or neOeet might j6stify a protective

I

14
Ifs"

0

4



"The trick is to prevent the abusive case from becoming'the terminal case."

.

(Fraser, '1974: 2) Early intervention may prevent the abuse from bding

repeated or fr6m becoming more serious;

(3). the definition of the .abuser._ To lawyers the abuser might

he defined as a wrongdoer who has injUred a child-victim.. To clini-
\

clans bath tq abuser and thild,might be perceived as victims influenced

by sociological and psychological factors beyond their control.--

(Gelles, 1173; r!ewbergere, 1973)

(4) the role of law.' To lawyers' the law dnd Decal institutions

become involved'in child abuse when certain facts fit-a standard of

review. To clinicianS, the law may he seen as an instrument to achieve.

a particular therapeutic.or dispositional objective (e.g:, the trigger-
A 0 0

ft.
ing.of services or of social welfare involvement) e

f
ven if, as iS most ,P. ..._ .

, .

often the ease, the data to legally support such objective are missing

or ambiguous. The cljnician'S apprbach to the abuse issue is frequently
f .

subjective or intuitiOe (e.g.,'a feeling that a family is'under stress or

needs help, or that a child is "at risk") while the lawyer demands

evidence. Attorneys are proudly Unwilling to accept conclusions or

impressions lacking empirital corroboration:

iespite these potential or actual differences in orientation,

both medicine and law have' developed a treatment or therapeutic approach

to abuse/neglect instead of a punitive one. This approach might he

surprising in view of the stigma of child battering and the intense

negative reactions engendered toward 'abusers. Treatment may itself

be punitive or he perceived as punitive.' As Illich writes: "The medical.

label may protect the gatikilfrom punishment only to submit him to

interminable instruction, treatment, and discrimination, which are

inflicted on him for his professionally presumed benefi.r(Illich,



1976: 90; see also Kittrie, 1971).

Doctoring and Lawyering the Disease

To physicians, defining abuse as a disease or medi'cal syndrome

makes natural the treating (helping) alternative, since both injured

child and abuser are viewecras "sick" - the one, physically, the other

psychologically or socially. Physicians may also be psychologically

reluctant to treat abuse of a child by "abusing" the parent through

punishment.

For lawyers, however; the treatment /sickness perspectivma%. may

be explained by the following factors:

`1) The fact that child abuse.Was "discovered" by physicians

influenced the model adoptedby other professionals. As Friedson

notes: "Medical definitions of deviance have come to be adopted even,
.

.

where there is no reliable evidence that biophysical variables 'cause'

the deviance or that medical treatment isany molefficaciou's than any

otheri kind of management " (Friedson:3281.

Chambliss (1964) argues that when changed social conditions create'

aperceived need for legal changes, ':these alterations will be effected
.

through the' revision and refocusing of existing statutes." (cf., the

maridat5y reporting laws). deber, in addition, con ends that "status"

groups (e.g., physicians) generally determine therco tent of law

(Rheinstein, 1954).

(2) the rehabilitative ideal has been in ascendance in criminal

law especially in the,juvenile and family courts which handle most abuse

cases (Allen, 1964).

(3) the criminal Or punitive model will not protect the child
.6

and has serious defects when applied to this issue. Abusers, for example,

may hesitate'to seek help'if they are fearful of prosecution; abuse is



n

often difftcultto prove beyond a reasonable'doutt; constitutional

issues luch as the privilege against self-i rimination are not easily

, ,

i. -resoliech if an alleged abuser isthreatened h punishment 4nd then
..

JoUnd ndt guilty, (s)he may feel vindicated, rein cing the pattern of

-.

are frequent concomitants of poverty, i.e.,the,poor are morellikelito

be perceived as,abusive toward t r children;

. abUse;!terapy'iS made more dtfficqlt by prosecutio even if found

guilt3v.the abUier is usually given only 'slight punishment, for example,
1

a short jail term r probation;-ff:the abuser is incarctratedottie

non-abusing pare*.aod the anther family members equally suffer (the

-.relationship between spou*e is unddat, childrearing falls on one

parent, etc.); if'incarcerated, the abuier when released ma.be even-

OT
More aggressivt%and vindictive toward the objects of abuse.

,.The Implemeniatio of Treatment

Physicians, in.defining Lise as a 'medical problem and in.provid-

ing treatment,-become mhat sociologists call Xents of ocial control
I -

(Becker, 1963). Though the technical enterprise f p4sician'claims

value-free power.(Illich, 1976) in faCt certatn.individuals are more

(

likely to be defined as abusers than are others.* Thi's diagnostic
.. ,.'- .

. ,
discrepancy is facilitated &Certain factors ." situational, within 06

definer, and within those labelew-----)

(1)' the fact that abuse is `not theoretically dr clinically c e

1

(see above) increases the likelihood of subjective evaluation..
A

(2) characteristics identified with the "'battered child syndrome".
.. ,

isoclal,isolation, premature birth orchild, large famiTy, frustration,
i. A ,, c." , t

,

unemployment, physicalTunishment as a legitimate childrearing technique)

*Intervention is generally encouraged by the treatment orientation (i.e., the
family will only be helped rather than harMed)* and by what Scheff calls the
medical decision rule: it is) better to wrongly diagnose illness and "miss"

health than lt is to wrongly diagnose health and "miss" illness (Scheff; 1972).

17
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(3) Hospital-connected physiciansaremOre likely to be aware of,

and act upon their recognition of:thild abuse than are those in private

practice. Poor people are more likely to frequent hospital emergency,

wardsand clinics than are the affluent, i.e.; the poor are more likely

to reveal abuse (greater social visibility) And, therefore, have such.

officially perceived,ti

*-(4) -In labeling theory it is axiomatic that the greater the

social distance between'the tfter and the person singled out for typing,

the broader the type and the more quickly it may be applied (Rubington and

Weinberg, 1973). A pre-ekistat social distance exists between physicians and

14
those presenti at clinics and emergency rooms. In the doctor - patient re-

lationship,. the ,physician is always ieh'superordinate position because of her/his

expertise, i.e. social distance is inherent. This distance increases

.Ace the label of abuser has been applied. Importantly, the label is

less likely to pop' applied if physician (diagnostician) and possible

abuser share'similar characteristics, especially socioeconomic status.

,The more serious the abuse or the easier it is to identify, .however, the
f A ,

. .

Tess likely is social class to influence the label,ing process.

(5), Once the,label "abuser" has attached, it is very difficult.

to remove, so even innocent behavior of a. custodian may be viewed with

suspicion. The'tenacity of a label, of course, increases as does t

'official processing. At Ghildren's Hospitaluntil,quite recently,-A

red star was stampeton the.permanent medical recordef any child who

47t
might have been abLaed;:a process which encouraged professionalsto'

suspect abuse/nglect (ana to act on that assumption) at any future time
-

the child would present with a medical problem. 'Theprofessional thus

engages in.an intricate process of selection, finding facts which ftt

*Because of sampling bias physicians cann ot tell whether the.ahusers-they

;see, re repretentative of abusers or, indeed, whether what they define as

abus ais normative or differsrfrom the childrearing practices of the

population from which the sampleAerives (Newberger and Daniel, 1976).

- 18.
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the label which has been applied, responding to a few deviant de ails

set within a vast array of entirely acceptable conduct. (Schur calls

this "retrospective reinterpretation" [Schur, 1971]) Thi also is'

a consequence of the pathological model wherein "persons are li ely

to be studied ein terms prwhat is 'wrong' with them," there bei g a

''decided emphal on identifying the characteristici o atmormality"

( See Mercer,-1972).'

(6) The response of the patient to the agent of
',/.

. 0

social control affects the perceptions and behavior of.tbe controller.

For example, if abuse has occurred And the alleged abuser is,repentant,

i.e.', a consensus exists between abuser and,labeller that a norm has

been violated, the label,of "abuser"_will be,less finny appfied than

if the abuser accepts his/her behavior as proper. *,

(7) If the medical evidence would sustain a diagnosis of abuse,

but social' data are inconsistent with such evaluation (e.g., the family -

is appropriately concerned about the child; the explanation of how the

injury occurred is .plausible, etc.) the label of "abuser" is less likely

to be applied than if either social data are Absent(secrecy or with -

drawal as indicative of guilt and fear) or congruent,with medical opinion.

Abuse, that is, may go undetected if an,abuser acts in such a way as to

achieve a socialb label' of conformity. .

If the diagnoSing physiCian is biased, this fact affects the legal

procedures set up to.determine whether or not his labelling is legiti-

mate. Reports filed with a Department of Public Welfare, for example,

fall heavily on the poOr,While Paulsen has emphasized that the Juvenile

or family court is a "poor riarlts court" and that poor children fall into

$

the neglect, category more frequently than the off tiring of the,'well-to-do:

*See Gusfield (1967) for the different reactions to repentant, -sick and

enemy deviants. Also note the study by Piliavin and Briar showing that
juveniles apprehended by the police receive more lenient treatment if they
appear contrite and remorseful about their violations than if theydo not

'(1964).
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1:,

"What One reOrds as proper care may, indeed, gta
muter of dispute reflecting class and cultural differences.
tandards of child rearing adequate in one cultural setting

may seem appalling in another,. neglect defirkci as raising
a child in an environmentwhtth is njurious or dangerous' .

may create a hazard for parents withobt means." (Paulsen:69/))

The Consequences of Treatment for the Abuser

)

Once abuse is defined.as a sickness, it becomes a condition beyond

the actor's control or "unmotivated." (Parsons, 1951) Though treatments

not punishment, is warranted, the type of treatment depends on, whether

,or-not the abuser is "curable," "improvable" or ''incurable" and on the

speed with Oich such a state can be achieved (Freidson, 1970).

.To help-the abuser is seen as a less important goal than is the

.

need to protect the child. If the abuser's behayor cannot quickly be

,altered, and the child remains "at risk," the 'type ofintervention will

differ accordingly (e.g., the child is more likely to he placed in foster

care). The less "curable" is the abuser, the lesS" treatment offered and

A

the more punitive does ociety's response appear. Oven"ven i'einovel of a

,

child, however, defined as punitive by the parents, may 6e 'seen as help

fUl-to the parents by those rem6ving ("It will give you,a chance to

resolVe your own problems," etc.)

Whatever the lype of treatment, there are certain consequences /

for thoselabelled "abusers:"

(1) conflicting emotions. Abusers may be afraid of "getting

caught" because of punishment and sOcia) stigma. They may express hostility be-:,

cause of tmplicit or explicit criticism made of them and their childrear-

ing practices yet feel relief because they love their children and want

help,in stopping their destructive behavior. The fact that they see ev

themselves:as "sick" increases their willingness to seek help,*the response

of the profissionals strongly influencing whidh emotion predominates.
s

*This attitude is probably due to the lesser social stigma attached to'
the "sick," as opposed to the "criminal," label..

.** 20
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.'(2) ',reinforced self- definition. Despite professional sensitivity;.
ky,

However abusers usually have a negativeself-image wAich is only (,

reinforced by official scrutiny. Professionals theMselves approach abusers

wanting.to help; yet blaming the victim - for, as Freidson

,

*write "While the label `of illness 'does seen* to fgnction to distourage-
.

punitive reactions, it does not discourage condemnatory reactions"

(Freidson:253). '47.*,

, .
t

The,abusersIarelikely tolikely whatever definittoo(the more
. . .:

powerful labellers apply.* This definition, of course, has already

.been accepted by much 'of the' larger communityOecause of ihe.definers'

powerAs Davis '41tes:

0, "The chance that a group will get immunity support
fits definition of unacceptable defiance depends on its
relitive power position. The greater the group's size, re-
sources, efficiencA unitarticulateness, prestige, coordinaz'
tioq with other groups,. and access to the mass media and to agision-
makErs, the more likely it is to get its preferred norms legitimated(Davis,1975)

Acceptance of definition by tt t. abusers, however, is not based

alone. on,the power,Of the labellers. Though some would consider the
a

process "political castration" (Pitts, 1968) in fact as ilong as he is

defined as 'ill" and takes on the sick role (Scheff.1966):the abuser

4

is achieving the label and role desired. Though afflActed with a

4 Stigmatized illness (Adthus."gaining few if any pilvileges'and taking `

on some especially handicapping nevi obligations" [Freidson':236 -238]) .
.

he at least is sick rather than sinful tr criminal. If the abuser

receives conflicting messages from the- tame .control agent(e.g., "you

are sick and criffiinall'or from different' control agents in the treat-

.,

*Effective social typiA flows down rather than up the social structure.
For example, when both p rents-induct one of their 'children into the
*mily scapegoat role,th's is an effective ocial typing'because th
child is unable not to tak their of him into account ev ff
he. so Wishes. (See,,Ru hgtOn 8.114 Weinberg, 1973) Sometimes it is '.

'difficult to know whethen,th 'abater has actually accepted the definition
or is merely "roleplaying' iy de to please the definer. .

2t 4
,,-, .. -

.,.
.

' I
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. ment network (e.g., Ir.o0rdoctbrs who useAhe sic0 label, while 1401ers use

the crfmi41), confusion and upset predictably result (Stoll, 1968).

As an example-of how social Aeftnitioris are accM$ted by the group

being defined, it is interesting' toexapine the bast tenets itf Patents- ,

4'

O h

o i (-) Oe * A

Anonymous,-which began as a Ielf-help grourfor abusive motpers. To illustrate:
. 0

"A destryctiVe, disturbeemother can, and often does,
produce through her actions-aphy 'cally or emotionally abused,
or battered child, PreSent avail Op help is limited and/or
expensive, usually with dlonq wai inglist before the person

. requesting help can actually,receive treatment... We must
understand that a problem as involved as this cannot be cured
immediately...the problem is within us as a parent.,.': (Kempe

, and-Helfer 1972:50-51, qmpficirTdsicrern
- . . r

. .

To Parents AnonAUs child_Ouse appears Ito be a medical problems, and abusers
6 .

are sick persons who must be treated.
. 0711 .

.

The Consequences'of,Ti4eatment for the Social System's'

Obviously the individ4 and the social ,system are interrelatedi, .-

that each mutually influences tafother.. For-example, the.fact
.

. . .

0,

that abusers are defined as sick means that there is a low rate of

crlmfftftl prosecutions for abuse and thAtreports.of suspected abuse are

usually sent to welfare, as oppoad\to ppiTce, departments.

Since abusers are frequently treaed'in hospitaj5, along With

the abused, hospital staff bebome brokens.for adult services and definers

of childrens' rights. Once abuse PS. 'defined, that is, poor people might

get supports (day care, parent-child trainfng,liomemaker,services10e.)

othdiwise unavailable; children might get care and protection impossiyle'
%

without institutional intervention,

If, as is customary, however,resourdes are'in short supply,. the

desire to treat a case in'a particular way may not.be
;

feasible. Under

%

r

this'condition different treatment strategms,,or even cle'arly punitive4.

alternatives maymay be implemented., TMat is, if.day care and parent -child

22,
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counseling are.nofiexistent, court action andlostir placement might

become, the only option. As Stoll observes, lhe best therapeutic

intentions may be led astray when opportunities to implement theore-

tical guidelines are not availab)e." (1968:51)

"'Treating abuse as a sicknesshas, ironically, made it more

difficult to "cure."' First, there are not enough therapists to handle

all pf the diagnosed cases, nor do the abusers have the ti.n or money

or disposition for long-term therapeutic involvement. Abusers may not ---

be able to develop sufficient trdst and rapport with a therapist as

they have rarely been close to another,adult. ManY,.Moreovor, lack

the introspective and conceptual abilities required for successful

psychological therapy(Spinetta and Bigler, 1973).

Second, those who mistreat their children, but are,not labelltd

sick (e.g., the middle-Class parent who gives a youngster Ritalin to

control childishness, otherwise known as "hyperactivity" (Schrag:1975])-

arwable to rationalize their behavior.

1 0
Third, and most intrtant, abuse as a problem iS,individualized.

As Parent's Anonymous emphasizes, abuse is;thq abuser's problep, that is,

its causes and solutions-reside in-individuals rather than in the social

system (Gelles,1973; Conrad, )'975). ;Instead of addressing the issues

ofpoverty and inequality, or the general lack of social and medical

resources in American society (Ndwberger, Newberger, and Richmond, 1976)

the abuser (like the black who fails and blames self rather than racism)

is blamed and underlying. structural factors ignored.

Indeed the strong emphasis on child abSe as-an individual problem

0"

means thil,other equally severe {problems of:childhood are ignored or de-emphasized

(Gil, 1970). Child abuse itself may also increase as parents and professionals

are obliged to,"package" their problems and diagnoses in a competitive

market where servic's are in short supply.

'2 3
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As Tannenbaum observed 'In' l93 '(in Crime and the Community):

"Societal reactions to devianc can bevOaracterized .

as a kind of 'dramatilation of evil such that a person's
deviance is,made a pudic issue. 'e stronger the reaction
to the evil, the mor,it'seems to row. The reaction. itself
to'generate the very thing it sought -to elrnate." Seems

Conclusion: -Dispelling the Myth of Child Abuses
1--

As:clin!cians,0 are convineed that with intelligence, humanity,

and the applicatioon of, appropriate interventions, we can help famili

in crisis.

We believe? however, that short of`Coming to terms with -- and

changing, certain social, political, and economic aspects of'our

,society, we will never be Ole to adequately understand and Address the

origins of child abuse and neglect. Nor will the issues of labeling

be adequately resolved unless we deal strafghtforwardly, with the

potentially abusive power of the helping professions. If we can bring

ourselves to ask'suCh questions as "Can we legislate child abuse out of-
.

existence?"'and "Who benefits from child'abuse?" then perhaps we can

more rationally choose among the action alternatives displayed in the
4

conceptual model (Table One)-.

Although we would prefer to avoid coersion-and punishment, and

to keep families autonomous-and services voluntary, we must acknowledge

the realities of family life and pdsit some state role to assure the.

.wellbeing of children. In making explicit the assumptions and values

underpinning our professional actions, perhaps we canpromote a more -

informed and humane practice.

Because it is like
Y

ly that clinical interventions W I continue

to be class and culture-biased, we propose the following 'five guidelines

to minimize the abuse'of power of the definer.

24
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.
60/e physicians: sociai workerlawyers'and other inter-

A

. vention agents sodal-scfence.gerspectives and skills.

Critical intellettual tools should help clinicians to understand

the implications of their work, and, especially, the functional meaning

of the labels they applfn their practice
a

life, especially its social and psychological dimensions. The "medical

model" is not of itself inappropriate; rather, the conceptual bases

of medical practice need tote broadened,, and the intellectual od

scientific repertory of the practitioner expanded (Engel, 1977);

Diagnoitic formulation is an active process and it carries implicitly

an anticipation of intervention and Optconie. The simple elegance of

concepts like "Child abuse" and "child neglect" militate for simple

and radical treatments.

Lawyers might be helped tv learn that in child custody cases they
1`4

are not merely advocates of a pi:titular position) Only the child

should "win" a custody.case, whel.e for examplbrelegations of "abuse'

or "neglect," Wilfully marshal ed, may support the position of the
,

more'effectively'represented parent, guardian, or,social worker.

2., Acknowled e and cha e Iii restf 'hierarch of hel i

professions.

The workers who seem Ei4s

O

be able toconceptualize the-

familial and social context of pr lems of violence are social workers

and nurses. They are least paid;' 4 overworked, anchave as a-rule

minimal access to the dents m prey gatives of medicine and law.' We

would add that social work and nursing are, pWofessions largely of and

by women, and we believewe must objectively come to terms with the

--many realities -- ifeuding sexual dominance and subservience -- which

a

5

O

"or

c
4
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make these professioniviable to carry forth' with'appropriate respect
. .

. 1
. .. .

and sUppOrt. (We hiv: e made &
.

modest effort in this direction at our

'the disciplines represented in the Trauma X Group [social work, nursing,

ry

law, medicine, and psychology].)

3. Build theory.

We need urgently a, commonly understandable dictionary-Of concepts

which will guide and inform'a ratiolfik practice. A more adequate

-theory base would include more'etiologic (or causal) classification

. .

own-institution, where our interdisciplinary child abuse consultation

proirarn is organized under the aegis of the administration rather than of
.

nical department.- This is to fostAto the extent.
A.._

poSsible 011eagial status and communication on a coequal footing among

scheme for children's injuries which would acknowledge andthtegrate

-

diverse origins and expressions of social, familia, child developMental; .

and environmental phenomena. It would conceptualise strength in families

and children as well as pathology. It would orient intervenors to ,

to
the promotioil of health rather thanAthe treatment of pathology.

,
A-unified theory would Permit coming to terms with the universe

of need. At present, soci ally marginal and poor children are virtually
, . .

the only les susceptible to being diagnosed as victims of abuse and

neglect. More affluentfamilies offspiing, whose injuries are called

4

"accidents" and who are often unprotected, are not includedin "risk"

/
populations., We have seen examplet of court defensewhere it was

argued (successfully) that because the family was not gooi:; they did

not fit the classic archetypes of abuse or neglect.

.The. peeds and rights of all children need ,legally_ to be Spelled

out in relation to the jesponsibilities of parents and or ;the state

.

This is easier said than done. It shall require not only'vformidable

26
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effort at commuhidgiloii across discipl nary lines but a serious coming

to terms with social and political values'and realities.

4. Change social inequality.

We share Gil'' view (1970) that inequality is the baiT\pro6rem

underlying the labeling of "abusive 'families" and its consequences.
r-

Just as children without defined rights are ipso facto vulnerable, so.

too, does unequal access to the resources and.boods of society shape`

a class hierarchy which leads Agthe individualization of "social,

problems. Broadly-focused efforts for social ithange should accompany

a critical review of the ethical foundations of professional practice.

As part of his:Drher formation as doctor, lawyer, social worker,or police

the
officer, there could be developed for professional a notion of public

service and responsibility., This would enable individuals to see them-

selyes as participants in a sociahprocess,,and to perceive the problems
the

which they address in their work at the social aswell asAindividual

level of action.

5. Assure adequate representation of class and ethnic groups
S

in decision - making forums
/.

'Sinceejudgements about family competency can be affected by

class and ethnic biases, they should-be made in 'settings where prejudides

can be checked and controlled. Culture-boiginavalue judgements in child

protection work are Apt infrequent, and a sufficient participation in

case management conferences of professionals ,of equal rank and status
. -0

.and diverse ethnicity can assure both a more appropriate context for

decision making and better de6isions for children and their families.

A

4,
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RESPONSE

Compassion

("support")

Versus

'Control
("punishment')
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DILEMMAS' OF SOCIAL POLIO AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSE

I

FAMILY AUTONOMY Versus COERCIVE'INTERVENTA,ON

1 Voluntary child development services

2 Guaranteed fathily suppOrts: e.g. income,

housing, health services

1 Case reporting of family crisis and

mandated family intervention .

2 Court-ordered delivery of service;

1 Laissez- faireitt NC assured services

or supports

2 Retributive response to family crisis,

Court action to separate child
fronl family.,

2 Criminal prosecution of parents

Table One: Dil

3
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